Endobronchial ultrasound-guided transbronchial fine needle aspiration: advantages and potential pitfalls
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Abstract: Endobronchial ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration (EBUS-FNA) is currently considered the procedure of choice for evaluating mediastinal and hilar lymph nodes in patients with non-small-cell lung carcinoma. In this setting, it is a minimally invasive procedure that can be used to simultaneously diagnose, stage, and obtain cellular material for ancillary studies. Additionally, EBUS-FNA can also be used to triage and diagnose many other mediastinal pathologic processes, such as metastatic malignancy from nonpulmonary origins, lymphoma, and granulomatous lymphadenopathy. At a time when EBUS-FNA is considered the optimal choice for many neoplastic and nonneoplastic conditions of the mediastinal lymph nodes, it has become increasingly important for pathologists to familiarize themselves with the nuances of this procedure. The primary focus of this review is to explore the advantages, adequacy issues, and potential pitfalls of EBUS-FNA, paying particular attention to the situations that may adversely affect patient management.
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Introduction
Lung cancer is the most common cancer and the leading cause of cancer death worldwide.¹,² The treatment and prognosis of patients with lung cancer, especially non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) are dependent on accurate staging. Currently, the tumor–lymph node–metastasis (TNM) classification scheme by The Union Internationale Contre le Cancer (UICC) and the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) is the most widely accepted method for staging NSCLC.³ It is based on the size and location of the tumor, status of mediastinal lymph nodes, and distant metastasis. Among these criteria, the evaluation of mediastinal lymph node involvement is probably the most challenging. Over the years, many methods have been used to accomplish this goal, which include imaging (computed tomography and positron emission tomography [PET] scans), mediastinoscopy-guided biopsy, video-assisted thoracic surgical biopsy, traditional transbronchial biopsy, and, most recently, endobronchial ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration (EBUS-FNA).

The utility of EBUS-FNA in the evaluation of hilar and mediastinal lymph nodes in patients with NSCLC started in the mid-1990s.¹ It did not take long for EBUS-FNA to be accepted as the procedure of choice for this purpose. In the proper clinical settings, EBUS-FNA can be used to simultaneously diagnose, stage, and obtain cellular material for ancillary tests, including molecular analysis for prognosis and targeted therapy. Numerous studies have demonstrated that EBUS-FNA is an accurate, minimally invasive, and cost-effective procedure for the staging of mediastinal lymph nodes.
when compared with other methods, including mediastinoscopy, which was previously considered the gold standard. The most recently updated guidelines of both the American College of Chest Physicians and the European Society of Thoracic Surgeons now recommend EBUS-FNA over other methods in the staging of NSCLC.\textsuperscript{11,12}

**Staging of NSCLC**

Staging is a critical part of the evaluation of every patient with lung cancer. The current seventh edition of the lung cancer staging system was based on a major initiative undertaken by the International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer, in which lung cancer is staged according to the size of primary tumor, regional lymph node status, and distance metastasis.\textsuperscript{3,13} In the absence of clinical and radiological evidence of distant metastasis, the evaluation of regional lymph node involvement becomes particularly critical in lung cancer staging, because in many cases, the status of these nodes determines whether there is surgically resectable disease. Regional lymph nodes, ie, mediastinal lymph nodes, are grouped into zones as follows: a supraclavicular zone (station 1), an upper zone (stations 2–4), an aortopulmonary zone (stations 5 and 6), a subcarinal zone (station 7), a lower zone (stations 8 and 9), a hilar zone (stations 10 and 11), and a peripheral zone (stations 12–14).\textsuperscript{14} Figure 1 shows the regional lymph node classification for lung cancer staging adopted from the American Thoracic Society mapping scheme.

Clinical staging of NSCLC is usually directed by non-invasive imaging modalities.\textsuperscript{11,15} On the basis of such tests, physicians determine the likelihood of the presence or absence of tumor involvement in regional lymph nodes. In general, patients with lung cancer can be separated into four groups with respect to intrathoracic radiographic characteristics, including both the primary tumor and the mediastinum. The first group involves patients with mediastinal infiltration that encircles the vessels and airways, so that discrete lymph nodes can no longer be discerned or measured. In these situations, the presence of mediastinal involvement (stage III) is generally accepted based on imaging alone. The second group involves patients with mediastinal node enlargement (defined as a short-axis diameter of $\geq 1$ cm). In these patients, mediastinal nodal involvement is suspected but must be confirmed. The third group involves patients with mediastinal nodes that are not enlarged; however, the presence of a central tumor or suspected N1 disease makes the chance of N2, N3 nodal involvement relatively high, and further confirmation is needed. The final group involves those with a peripheral clinical stage I tumor and the chance of mediastinal involvement is quite low, and, generally, further confirmation is not needed.\textsuperscript{11}

Further evaluation of mediastinal involvement usually requires obtaining tissue for purposes of diagnosis and molecular analysis of the tumor. Several methods are commonly used in obtaining the tissue: mediastinoscopy-guided biopsy, video-assisted thoracic surgical biopsy, traditional transbronchial biopsy/FNA, and more recently, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) and EBUS-FNA.

Mediastinal assessment by mediastinoscopy is the most accurate method to establish the clinical N stage and has been used for $>50$ years.\textsuperscript{14,16,17} In this procedure, a mediastinoscope is inserted through an incision at the suprasternal level of a
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**Figure 1** Regional lymph node classification for lung cancer staging.
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patient under general anesthesia. Mediastinal lymph nodes are dissected and at least one node biopsy sample is taken from each station. Mediastinoscopy provides good access to stations 2 and 4 and the upper anterior part of station 7. A systematic review of surgical mediastinoscopy in patients with NSCLC reported a sensitivity of 81% (40%-97%) and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 91% (86%-99%).

Video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) is similar to mediastinoscopy and aims to remove all tissues containing mediastinal lymph nodes. Access to lymph node stations 5 and 6, which cannot be routinely accessed by either cervical mediastinoscopy or EBUS, is best provided by VATS. The disadvantages of mediastinoscopy and VATS include the need for general anesthesia, the risk of nerve injury, and substantial morbidity and mortality. In addition, they are difficult to perform during restaging after radiation induction treatment due to scar formation.

EBUS was developed and applied for diagnostic purposes in the early 1990s. It incorporates an ultrasound probe at the end of a flexible bronchoscope. There are two types of ultrasound probes available: the radial and the convex (also called linear) probe. The radial probe, with an inflatable water balloon that couples the ultrasound probe to the tracheobronchial wall, passes through the working channel of a flexible bronchoscope and provides a 360° ultrasonographic image of the surrounding structures with a depth up to 5 cm (Figure 2). It has only limited use in EBUS-FNA because there is no needle attached to the device. In order to perform FNA, the operator needs to mark the site and remove the ultrasound probe from the bronchoscope before introducing a needle for the FNA biopsy. Therefore, EBUS-FNA with a radial probe is a sequential sampling process, not a real-time one. The convex probe, a newly developed and more commonly used one, is attached to the end of a dedicated flexible bronchoscope and coupled with a special needle, thus allowing real-time visualization during the needle puncture of parabronchial structures (Figure 3). The convex ultrasound probe provides a 60° forward oblique view and obtains images at a depth of penetration of up to 9 cm. A dedicated, special 19-gauge to 25-gauge needle is used to perform the FNA, which can protrude up to 4 cm (Figure 3). EBUS allows access to mediastinal lymph nodes 2R, 2L, 3P, 4R, 4L, and 7, as well as hilar nodes 10R, 10L, 11R, and 11L.

EBUS-FNA has similar accuracy in diagnosing and staging lung cancer as mediastinoscopy and VATS. General anesthesia is usually not required and complications are much less frequent. In cases of restaging, it is not affected by structural alteration induced by radiation therapy. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and NPV of EBUS in diagnosing and staging NSCLC were 46–89% (median 89%), 96–100% (median 100%), 93–100% (median 100%), and 60–99% (median 91%), respectively.

EBUS-FNA has also been used in restaging lung cancer after chemoradiation therapy. Although most of the studies indicated that it was an effective tool in this setting, controversial studies also exist. The study by Anraku et al showed that the sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy of EBUS-FNA in restaging lung cancer were 93.1%, 100%, and 95.1%, respectively. In the study by Herth et al, overall sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and

Figure 2 Image with a radial endobronchial ultrasound probe.
Notes: A 360° ultrasonographic view of the area surrounding the bronchi. A large irregular-shaped mass lesion can be seen in the area indicated by the arrow. The circular area in the left lower corner shows a view (out of focus) from the bronchoscope. Figure courtesy of Dr Nicholas J Pastis, Department of Medicine, Medical University of South Carolina, SC, USA.

Figure 3 Image with a convex/linear endobronchial ultrasound probe.
Notes: The green dot indicates the needle entry point. The needle (arrow) movement can be captured in real time. The circular area in the left lower corner shows a view (out of focus) from the bronchoscope. Figure courtesy of Dr Nicholas J Pastis, Department of Medicine, Medical University of South Carolina, SC, USA.
diagnostic accuracy of EBUS-FNA for mediastinal restaging after induction chemotherapy were 76%, 100%, 100%, 20%, and 77%, respectively. The study by von Bartheld et al concluded that this technique has a low NPV and is not useful for the exclusion of mediastinal metastases for restaging purposes.

Tumor tissue acquisition for mutation analysis has been becoming a pressing need for prognosis and treatment options. Studies have shown that EBUS-FNA can be used to obtain sufficient cellular material for molecular analysis. Tumor DNA could be extracted from the designated solutions, glass slides, and cell blocks containing ideally 40% tumor cells. In a study by Nakajima et al, a portion of each needle pass was collected into a solution for DNA extraction, and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation analysis was successfully performed on 154 of 156 (98.7%) cases. Similar successful rate (96 of 99 cases) of EGFR and Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog (Kras) mutation testing using the tumor cells scraped from the glass slides was reported by Billah et al. Fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis for anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) gene rearrangements was also performed with a high rate of success.

**Evaluation of mediastinal lymphadenopathy of other etiology**

EBUS has also been used in the diagnosing and triaging of many other mediastinal lymphadenopathies, such as metastatic malignancy from nonpulmonary origins, lymphoma, and granulomatous lymphadenitis. A systematic meta-analysis of 533 patients from six studies showed that the pooled sensitivity and specificity of EBUS-FNA in detecting metastases from extrathoracic malignancies were 85% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.80–0.89) and 99% (95% CI: 0.95–1.00), respectively. Diagnosis of lymphoproliferative disorders, especially low-grade lymphomas, in cytological preparation has been challenging. It often requires detailed clinical information and sufficient material for ancillary studies in order to obtain accurate diagnosis and classification. Results from a study by the College of American Pathologists Inter laboratory Comparison Program have shown that based on cytomorphology alone, approximately 87% of Hodgkin lymphoma and 68% of non-Hodgkin lymphoma (predominantly large cell lymphoma) cases could be correctly identified. In a study on EBUS-FNA in the diagnosis of mediastinal lymphoproliferative disorders, it was found that aspirates from 31 of 34 patients clinically suspected of lymphoma were adequate for diagnosis, and among them, 23 had enough material for ancillary tests, such as flow cytometry and immunocytochemical studies. All eight lymphoma cases were correctly diagnosed in this study. EBUS-FNA has been widely used in confirmation of clinically suspected sarcoidosis with pulmonary and mediastinal involvement. Numerous studies have shown that EBUS-FNA is a safe and efficacious procedure in the diagnosis of sarcoidosis.

A systematic review and meta-analysis by Agarwal et al, which included 553 patients from 15 studies, shown that the diagnostic yield of EBUS-FNA ranged from 54%–93%, with the pooled diagnostic accuracy being 79% (95% CI: 71%–86%).

The advantages and clinical application of EBUS-FNA have been extensively reviewed in the literature. The primary focus of this review will be to explore the potential pitfalls that may occur during EBUS-FNA, with a specific focus on the ones that may adversely affect patient management.

**Sample adequacy**

An adequate sample is essential for an accurate cytologic diagnosis. In cases of NSCLC, this includes obtaining sufficient material for both diagnosis and molecular analysis. The criteria for adequacy are complicated, especially in the absence of tumor cells. It would depend on many factors, including the number of lymphocytes present, the size of the lymph node, and the clinical suspicion, among others. Although many studies have indicated that inadequate sampling is what contributed to most of the false-negative cases, only a few studies have attempted to address the issue regarding the sample adequacy in transbronchial FNA. The study by Baker et al was among the first to define sample adequacy of transbronchial FNA. Using the presence or absence of lymphocytes as an essential adequacy criterion, it was found that the NPV was 78% for nonmalignant aspirates containing lymphocytes and 36% for nonmalignant aspirates not containing lymphocytes. This criterion has been used in many other studies without further defining the number of lymphocytes required. In a study of EUS-FNA by Kramer et al, a lymph node aspirate was considered insufficient for diagnosis (unsatisfactory) if at least one of the smears did not contain an area with many small lymphocytes and/or follicle center cells. According to this criterion, 55 out of 155 (35%) of the aspirates were unsatisfactory. Among these 55 cases, 30 were proven to be positive for malignancy by other means in comparison with the cases with negative cytologic diagnosis in which three of 13 cases were positive for malignancy. It is, however,
obvious that an unsatisfactory rate of 35% of FNA is far too high in routine practice. Furthermore, a study by Skov et al., which used the aforementioned criterion showed the same (35%) unsatisfactory rate and, in addition, greater inter- and intra-observer variability among the pathologists involved in the study. Nayak et al. proposed an adequacy criterion that any smear with the presence of ≥5 low-power fields (×100) with ≥100 lymphocytes in each and containing <2 groups of bronchial cells per low-power field (×100) could be considered adequate for evaluation. In addition, the presence of germinal center fragments rendered a smear adequate for evaluation, irrespective of the aforementioned criteria. The major flaw of the study was that there were no positive cases identified in the follow-up of the patients with unsatisfactory cytology; therefore, the benefits of sample adequacy could not be meaningfully evaluated. A study by Alsharif et al. used “≥40 lymphocytes/HPF (×400) in the most cellular areas of the slide” as their adequacy criterion and found that four of ten cases with unsatisfactory cytology were proven to be positive during the follow-up. In comparison, only one of 48 cases with negative cytologic diagnosis was positive. Using the same criteria, a study by Karunamurthy et al. showed that seven of 30 cases of unsatisfactory and six of 55 cases with negative cytologic diagnosis were positive in follow-up. The requirement of 40 or more lymphocytes has been used in other studies as well.

Overall, there is no one criterion that fits all situations. The evaluation of sample adequacy should take into consideration the clinical, radiological, and cytological findings. For example, a negative cytologic diagnosis on a clinically suspicious large PET-positive lymph node should be made with caution despite the presence of an “adequate” number of lymphocytes. In the majority of these situations, clinicians often repeat FNA or use another modality such as mediastinoscopy for further evaluation despite the negative cytologic diagnosis. Furthermore, in the era of targeted therapy, the evaluation of adequacy may have to also take into consideration the amount of material available for mutation analysis.

### Rapid on-site evaluation

Although the utility of rapid on-site evaluation (ROSE) during EBUS-FNA for lymph node staging in lung cancer is still controversial, most of the studies have shown that the benefits of ROSE outweigh the drawbacks in EBUS-FNA. ROSE provides an opportunity for cytopathologists to interact with pulmonologists and thoracic surgeons, who are able to provide detailed clinical and imaging information about the patients, so that a more focused examination can be performed. Studies have shown that ROSE improves the sample adequacy rate and diagnostic yield. An early study by Davenport demonstrated that ROSE produced a significant increase in the percentage of specimens containing malignant cells, from 31% to 56%, and a large decrease in the percentage of specimens that were inadequate for diagnosis, from 56% to 18%. The utility of ROSE has shown reduction in the number of needle passes and the sites biopsied because it may not be necessary to biopsy lymph node if a higher-stage lymph node is positive for malignant cells by on-site evaluation. In a study by Collins et al., a matched cohort of 340 patients (680 total) for each category of non-ROSE and ROSE services were evaluated, and the results showed that there was a 33% reduction in the number of sites biopsied with ROSE; a total of 68% of patients with ROSE had just one biopsy site compared to only 36% of non-ROSE patients, and there was a 30% decrease in total slides after the introduction of ROSE. All of these improvements were statistically significant. ROSE is essential for triaging and utilizing the sample efficiently. Ideally, only a small portion of each pass should be used for making smears and the remaining material should be saved for making a cell block or performing ancillary tests. The potential advantage of this is that what is seen on the slide would likely be representative of the material in the cell block or the sample for other tests, such as flow cytometry. It is expected that ROSE will play a more important role in ensuring an adequate sample for ancillary tests, such as immunocytochemical and molecular analyses.

Despite the aforementioned advantages, the utility of ROSE is not without demerits. It generally requires the physical presence of a cytologist on site to prepare and evaluate the slides. This may be especially challenging in smaller institutions that lack dedicated resources. No significant difference was found with and without ROSE in terms of diagnostic yield, sample adequacy rate, number of passes, and procedure duration in some studies. In addition, ROSE services performed by cytopathologists are compensated insufficiently by current Medicare compensation schedules in the USA. This has led to the development of alternatives, such as using a cytotechnologist or a trained pulmonologist to prepare and read the specimen. In telecytopathology, a systematic review and meta-analysis based on high-quality studies with head-to-head comparisons of two cohorts (with and without ROSE) showed that on average, ROSE improved the adequacy rate by 12%, but there was considerable
variability across studies and the adequacy rate with ROSE depended on the non-ROSE adequacy rate. A significant improvement in sample adequacy rate with ROSE was typically seen in the studies where the non-ROSE adequacy rate was low. ROSE may not be needed in an institution where a sample adequacy rate for EBUS-FNA is >90%. Future sample adequacy assessment, however, will likely require sufficient material for ancillary tests in which ROSE plays an important role. A recent study concluded that ROSE might prevent the need for a repeat invasive diagnostic procedure aimed at molecular profiling in at least one out of ten patients with advanced lung cancer, in addition to significantly reducing the risk of retrieving samples that can only be used for pathologic subtyping due to minimal tumor burden. ROSE is also especially valuable to pulmonologists who are undergoing training in EBUS-FNA procedure.

One of the major concerns is that the preliminary diagnosis given at the time of ROSE may not always correlate with the final diagnosis, and sometimes, it is incorrect. Therefore, it has to be emphasized that clinical management of a patient should never be based on the preliminary diagnosis made based on ROSE alone. Some potential pitfalls in EBUS-FNA that may affect interpretation, especially at ROSE, are discussed later.

**Benign bronchial epithelial cell contaminants**

Reactive bronchial epithelial cells, reserve cells, metaplastic squamous cells, and submucosal glandular cells can be seen in EBUS-FNA samples and usually do not pose a significant problem for cytologic diagnosis. However, they do occasionally pose challenge in some cases, especially at the time of ROSE.

The hallmarks of benign bronchial epithelial cells are the presence of cilia (even though extremely rare cases of ciliated adenocarcinomas of the lung have been reported), terminal bars, and admixed goblet cells. Therefore, the presence of these features usually indicates benignancy regardless of the degree of cellular atypia. Under certain circumstances, such as a long history of smoking, mechanical stimulation, and chemoradiation therapy, the cells can show exuberant reactive atypia and the aforementioned benign cellular features may be focally absent or overlooked. Significant nuclear enlargement, nuclear pleomorphism, irregular nuclear membranes, and prominent nucleoli can be seen in these reactive bronchial epithelial cells. This is especially problematic in patients treated with chemotherapy and radiation before EBUS-FNA (Figure 4).

Careful inspection for the presence of cilia and comparison of the nuclei of pertinent cells to those of obviously benign cells are essential. Reactive bronchial epithelial cells, especially in response to chemoradiation, often show a spectrum of changes instead of distinct populations of cells as seen in cases of malignancy. Respiratory reserve cells can also be seen in transbronchial FNA. They appear as groups of small cells with scant cytoplasm and hyperchromatic nuclei, and usually, they are closely associated with ciliated respiratory cells (Figure 5). In cases of reserve cell hyperplasia, however, the cells can be present in large numbers and morphologically mimic neoplastic cells, especially small cell carcinoma and basaloid squamous cell carcinoma. Unlike small cell carcinoma, respiratory reserve cells have smooth nuclear edges and are usually admixed with reserve cells and ciliated respiratory cells.

**Figure 4** Bronchial epithelial cells with radiation atypia. **Notes:** The cells show a spectrum of changes ranging from obviously recognizable benign to highly atypical morphology. Note the terminal bar is visible in some of highly atypical cells.

**Figure 5** Bronchial reserve cell hyperplasia. **Note:** The reserve cells appear as groups of small cells with scant cytoplasm and hyperchromatic nuclei, closely associated with ciliated respiratory cells.
membranes and fine chromatin, and they do not usually show crushing artifact and necrosis. It is worthwhile to note that respiratory reserve cells can be immunologically reactive to TTF-1, CK5/6, p63, and p40, therefore, caution should be taken in interpreting immunocytochemical stains in cases of reserve cell hyperplasia. In patients with a long history of smoking, bronchial epithelial cells can undergo squamous metaplastic and dysplastic changes, which have been known to cause significant problems in transbronchial FNA. Under these circumstances, it is important to correlate the clinical information and bronchoscopic findings and carefully examine the samples for other clues, such as necrosis. Submucosal glandular cells can occasionally present as small groups of epithelioid cells with granular or clear cytoplasm, which may mimic carcinoid tumor or metastatic malignancy, especially renal cell carcinoma (Figure 6).

Granuloma (necrotizing/nonnecrotizing granulomas and granuloma in malignancy)

Granulomatous inflammation is one of the common causes of mediastinal lymphadenopathy. Morphologically, it is characterized by the presence of aggregates of epithelioid histiocytes, lymphocytes, and multinucleated giant cells. A necrotizing/caseating granuloma can be cytologically diagnosed when finely granular amorphous necrotic debris is present in the background, which usually indicates an infectious etiology, such as a fungal or mycobacterial infection. Due to the sampling issue, however, it is still in debate whether a nonnecrotizing/epithelioid granuloma, which usually indicates sarcoidosis and other noninfectious etiologies, can be reliably diagnosed on cytology material. A study by Gailey et al indicated that in the majority of cases, histoplasmosis and sarcoidosis can be separated based on several cytologic features: the presence or absence of necrosis, the number of granulomas per slide, the morphologic character of the granulomas, the presence or absence of acute inflammatory cells in the infiltrate, the presence or absence of giant cell infiltrates, and the type of giant cells. It is worth noting that 36% of granulomas with histoplasmosis did not show significant necrosis on cytological preparation. Furthermore, rare but significant number of sarcoidosis instances may present as necrotizing granulomas. Therefore, special staining procedures and microbiological cultures should be performed on all granulomatous inflammation regardless of the presence of necrotic debris. It is important to keep in mind that granulomas can occur in malignancy as well. It is well known that granulomas can be present in lymphoma, especially Hodgkin lymphoma. Keratin debris in squamous cell carcinoma, mucin produced by adenocarcinoma, and others can also elicit granulomatous reactions. Therefore, it is essential to carefully examine the slides in cases of granuloma to rule out coexisting malignancy.

Small cell carcinoma and basaloid squamous cell carcinoma

Small cell carcinoma and basaloid squamous cell carcinoma may share similar clinical and cytological morphology in some cases. Lymph node metastases from basaloid squamous carcinoma were frequently misdiagnosed as small cell carcinoma. Due to the potential difference in clinical management, it is important to distinguish them from...
each other. In general, both tumors are composed of small neoplastic cells with hyperchromatic chromatin and scant cytoplasm, and nuclear crowding and necrosis are commonly seen in both. The presence of prominent nucleoli and peripheral palisading usually favor basaloid squamous cell carcinoma. Crushing artifact, nuclear molding, and apoptosis are more commonly seen in small cell carcinoma. In rare cases, immunocytochemical studies may be required for a definitive diagnosis. Basaloid squamous cell carcinoma is positive for CK5/6, p63, and p40, apart from being negative for neuroendocrine markers. In addition, lymphocytes, especially obtained with a large-gauge needle, can present as cohesive-appearing tissue fragments (Figure 8), which can mimic small cell carcinoma and basaloid squamous cell carcinoma, especially on Diff-Quik-stained slides. Comparing the cells breaking off from fragment edges with the background lymphocytes should provide the clues in identifying the cells that make up the fragments. Again, immunocytochemical studies on cell block material would be able to provide definitive evidence of lymphoid tissue.

### Lymphoma

Both Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin lymphoma can present as mediastinal lymphadenopathy, and clinical and radiological information is vital in diagnosing these disorders. Cytologic diagnosis of Hodgkin lymphoma depends on identification of Reed–Sternberg (RS) cells and their variants, which are not always present. In fact, classic RS cells are rarely seen in cytology smears. One clue in diagnosing Hodgkin lymphoma is the presence of a significant number of eosinophils. When in doubt, excisional biopsy should be performed to reach a definitive diagnosis. High-grade non-Hodgkin lymphoma, such as diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, does not usually pose problems except when it occasionally needs to be distinguished from a poorly differentiated carcinoma. Low-grade lymphomas, such as small lymphocytic lymphoma, do pose significant challenges in cytology. The presence of a monotonous population of small lymphocytes and absence of germinal center components are probably the most common cytologic features of low-grade lymphomas and should warrant further investigation, including flow cytometry and immunocytochemical studies.

### Rare primary and metastatic malignancies

Rarely, mesothelioma can present as a mediastinal mass with involvement of the regional lymph nodes. With proper clinical history, mesothelioma should be suspected when an FNA sample contains predominantly a discohesive population of pleomorphic polygonal malignant cells with moderate nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratios and some degree of bi-and multinucleation. A panel of immunocytochemical stains, including TTF-1, napsin A, calretinin, CK5/6, p63, and S-100, may be helpful in distinguishing mesothelioma from other tumors that share similar morphology. Metastatic breast cancers, especially lobular carcinomas, can mimic lymphoid cells and be readily overlooked. The tumor cells can present as small cells with bland-appearing round-to-oval-shaped nuclei and scant cytoplasm (Figure 9). Unlike lymphocytes, however, the tumor cells have rigid nuclear membranes and do not show nuclear molding and crushing artifact. Melanoma is a well-known mimic of many tumors.

---

**Figure 8** Reactive lymphoid components.

**Notes:** Large fragments of lymphoid components mimic epithelial cells. Careful examination of the cells at periphery confirms lymphoid origin.

**Figure 9** Metastatic breast cancer.

**Notes:** The sample was taken from a mediastinal lymph node in a patient with a history of breast lobular carcinoma. The tumor cells with small hyperchromatic nuclei and scant cytoplasm are present in single and loosely cohesive clusters, mimicking lymphocytes.
including lymphomas. Therefore, particular attention should be paid when examining suspected lymph nodes in patients with a history of breast cancer or melanoma. Obtaining sufficient material for cell block and immunocytochemical studies will be very important in these cases.

**Conclusion**

In summary, EBUS-FNA is a minimally invasive procedure that can be used to simultaneously diagnose, stage, and obtain cellular material for ancillary studies. Because the main target of EBUS-FNA is the mediastinal lymph node, special attention should be paid to the tumors that morphologically mimic benign lymphocytes, or vice versa. Obtaining adequate samples is essential in reducing false-negative cases. ROSE plays an important role in triaging samples and facilitating sufficient material for cell block.
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